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(57) ABSTRACT 

In one aspect, there is provided a method for polling, by a 
Script at a browser, one or more servers by sending messages 
to the one or more servers. The one or more messages may 
Solicit one or more bids for presenting an ad at the browser. 
The one or more messages may also enable access to infor 
mation at the browser. The information may be relevant to the 
one or more servers making the one or more bids. The script 
may receive one or more responses from the one or more 
servers. The one or more responses include the one or more 
bids. The script may also evaluate the one or more bids, and 
select one of the bids based on the evaluation. 
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AUCTION FOREACH INDIVIDUAL AD 
MIPRESSION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 
Section 119(e) of a provisional application U.S. Ser. No. 
60/876,026 (Attorney Docket No.:35619-501-PRO), entitled 
“Auction For Each Individual Ad Impression.” filed Dec. 19, 
2006, which is incorporated by reference herein. 

FIELD 

0002 The subject matter described herein relates to data 
processing and, in particular, presenting an ad based on an 
evaluation of bids. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Advertisers try to reach consumers in a variety of 
ways. One of those ways is through web-based advertising on 
the Internet. A common way for advertisers to reach consum 
ers on the Internet is by presenting ads in web sites, either as 
a pop-up window or embedded within the web page being 
viewed by the consumer. Web sites, such as MSN, MySpace, 
and Yahoo, rely on advertising as an increasingly important 
source of revenue. But unless advertisers realize returns from 
advertising on a web site (e.g., in the form of a purchase or a 
visit to the advertiser's web site), advertisers may reduce or 
even stop advertising on the web site. Accordingly, web sites 
have an interest in selecting an ad that generates revenue for 
the web site and provides some form of return to the adver 
tiser. 

SUMMARY 

0004. The subject matter described herein relates to sys 
tems, methods, and articles including computer-readable 
media to enable an auction (e.g., bidding) for presenting ads 
for each impression as the impression (e.g., a web page) is 
served and/or rendered. 
0005. In one aspect, there is provided a method for polling, 
by a script at a browser, one or more servers by sending 
messages to the one or more servers. The one or more mes 
sages may solicit one or more bids for presenting an ad at the 
browser. The one or more messages may also enable access to 
information at the browser. The information may be relevant 
to the one or more servers making the one or more bids. The 
Script may receive one or more responses from the one or 
more servers. The one or more responses include the one or 
more bids. The script may also evaluate the one or more bids, 
and select one of the bids based on the evaluation. 
0006. In some variations, the servers are solicited by the 
bids by enabling the servers to respond to the bids. The 
polling may also enable access to information included in one 
or more cookies at the browser. The messages may include 
information representative an amount. The evaluation may 
determine whether at least one of the bids exceeds a minimum 
bid amount. A default bid may also be evaluated as one of the 
bids. A default bid may be defined as one of the bids, when the 
bids do not exceed a value representative of a minimum bid 
amount. A default bid may be defined as one of the bids, when 
at least one of the bids is not received. The default bid corre 
sponding to the default ad may be selected. The script may be 
implemented as JavaScript. A webpage including the script 
may be accessed and then provided to the browser. When a 
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second access occurs, another script indicating the location of 
another server capable of evaluating bids may be provided. 
The one or more servers may evaluate context information 
associated with the ad to determine whether to bid on the ad. 
The polling may be implemented for each opportunity to 
place an ad. The script may include at least one of the follow 
ing: a location of the one or more servers, a location of a 
default ad, and a factor to adjust at least one of the bids. The 
ad corresponding to the selected bid may be presented. 
0007. In an interrelated aspect, there is provided a method 
for polling one or more servers by sending messages from a 
user interface to the one or more servers. The one or more 
messages may solicit one or more bids for presenting an adat 
the user interface. At the user interface, an ad may be pro 
vided. The provided ad selected based on the one or more 
bids. 
0008. In an interrelated aspect, there is provided a method 
for receiving a message generated by a script at a browser. The 
message may be used to poll a server and Solicit a bid for 
presenting an ad at the browser. The message enables access 
to information at the browser. The information may be rel 
evant to the server making the bid. The received message may 
be forwarded. 
0009 Articles are also described that comprise a tangibly 
embodied machine-readable medium (e.g., a computer-read 
able medium) embodying instructions that, when performed, 
cause one or more machines (e.g., computers, etc.) to result in 
operations described herein. Similarly, computer systems are 
also described that may include a processor and a memory 
coupled to the processor. The memory may include one or 
more programs that cause the processor to perform one or 
more of the operations described herein. 
0010. The details of one or more variations of the subject 
matter described herein are set forth in the accompanying 
drawings and the description below. Other features and 
advantages of the subject matter described herein will be 
apparent from the description and drawings, and from the 
claims. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0011 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system for 
presenting ads based on bids; 
0012 FIG. 2 is a process flow diagram illustrating a 
method for presenting ads based on bids; 
0013 FIG. 3 is another a process flow diagram illustrating 
a method for presenting ads based on bids; and 
0014 FIG. 4 depicts a messages exchange when bidding 
for ad placement. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0015. An advertising impression is an individual instance 
when an advertisement (ad) is shown to a particular user. For 
example, when a user selects a web page to view, that instance 
of the web page may provide one or more opportunities for an 
ad impression (also referred to as an “impression'). If the user 
selects to view another web page, the other web page may 
provide one or more additional opportunities for an ad 
impression, i.e., another instance when an ad can be presented 
to the user. The subject matter described herein relates to 
systems, methods, and articles including computer-readable 
media to enable an auction (e.g., bidding) for presenting ads 
for each impression as the impression (e.g., a web page) is 
served and/or rendered. 
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0016 FIG. 1 depicts a system 100 including a computer 
110 coupled to servers 120-140 through a network 152, such 
as the Internet or any other communications medium. The 
computer 110 includes a browser 115. A browser (also known 
as a web browser) is a Software application used to locate and 
display information content, such as web pages. A web page 
is a document on the web. For example, a web page may be 
implemented as HTML (HyperTextMarkup Language) files 
and/or any related files for Scripts and graphics, as well as 
hyperlinks to other documents on the web. 
0017. The server 120 may include content information, 
Such as one or more web pages 125a or other information 
content (e.g., music, television, video, and the like), all of 
which can be provided to browser 115. The server 120 may 
include a script generator 127 for generating scripts and an 
accounting component 128 for tracking the number of times 
an ad is provided to a browser for presentation and tracking 
any clicks on that ad. 
0018. Although FIG. 1 depicts script generator 127 and 
accounting component 128 included within server 120, script 
generator 127 and/or accounting component 128 may be 
located anywhere and in multiple locations. For example, in 
Some implementations, server 120 may redirect the request to 
one or more other servers, such as server 130, server 140, 
and/or an ad server, i.e., a server that stores, links, and/or 
delivers ads. When that is the case, script generator 127 at the 
other server provides script 129, which may be inserted into 
information, such as web page 125b. Moreover, that other 
server may be able to serve ads to browser 115 as well. 
Moreover, although servers 120-140 are depicted as indi 
vidual servers, each of servers 120-140 may be implemented 
as a plurality of servers. 
0019. The script generator 127 generates scripts, such as 
Script 129, that are embedded in a web page, such as web page 
125b, and provided to browser 115. The script 129 polls 
servers 130 and 140 to solicitan indication of whether servers 
130 and 140 are interested in presenting an ad for a pending 
impression, such as the impression associated with web page 
125b. The indication may be in the form of bids 135 and 145. 
The script 129 may poll each of the servers 130 and 140 by 
sending a request (e.g., a message) to Solicit a bid for the 
impression (e.g., web page 125b). 
0020. The servers 130 and 140 may evaluate the impres 
sion by directly accessing context information associated 
with computer 110, browser 115, or a corresponding user 
(e.g., IP addresses and related demographics, cookie infor 
mation from past interactions with each of the servers 130 and 
140, as well as other information at server 120 provided 
through script 129. Such as information identifying the loca 
tion of the web page where the impression is occurring). The 
servers 130 and 140 may then respond with messages provid 
ing bids to script 129. The bids may be in any form indicative 
of an interest to place an ad. For example, the bid may be a 
simple yes or no indication, a monetary value (e.g., Dollars or 
Euros), a score, or a prediction of how well the ad will do if 
placed. The script 129 evaluates the bids and selects an ad to 
place in the impression—in this case, web page 125b. For 
example, script 129 may reject both bids and select a default 
ad previously selected by server 120, select the highest bid 
der, or select a lower valued bidder (e.g., when a preferred 
advertiser has a lower monetary bid). 
0021. The selected ad may then be provided, either 
directly as HTML or by reference (e.g., a hyperlink to another 
server), to computer 110. The browser 115 may then present 
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the selected ad by, for example, rendering the selected ad in a 
frame of web page 125b. Although the previous example 
describes the ad as being included within a frame of browser 
115, the ad may be presented to a user of computer 110 and 
browser 115 in a variety of ways including one or more of the 
following: as a pop-up window, as an email, as a phone call, 
as visual content, as audio content, embedded in a video, 
embedded in television, embedded in a mobile device (e.g., a 
mobile phone or the like), embedded in map data, and any 
other presentation mechanism. The script 129 thus enables 
selection of ads on a per impression basis and enables servers 
to place bids on those ads on a per impression basis. More 
over, since script 129 polls servers 130 and 140, servers 130 
and 140 may each directly access the context information 
independently of other servers. The servers 130 and 140 may 
thus independently gather whatever information they deem 
relevant to making a bid. 
0022. In some implementations, the server 120 may be 
implemented as a so-called “publisher' (also referred to as a 
publisher server or web site) that publishes information con 
tent, Such as web pages. An example of a publisher is Yahoo, 
MSN, or any other web site that provides information content. 
In some implementations, the server 120 may not be a so 
called publisher. When that is the case, the server 120 may 
receive redirects from other servers and then insert, using 
Script generator 127. Scripts (e.g., Script 129) into a web page 
that is served to browser 115 or computer 110. The server 120 
may also include an ad server for serving ads as well as 
scripts, such as script 129. 
0023 The server 120 may also function as a controller 
(also referred to as an “active server') that actively controls ad 
placement. When that is the case, server 120 may track using 
accounting component 128 which ads are inserted into web 
page 125b, so that the appropriate advertiser can be billed for 
selected ads. 
0024. In some implementations, servers 130 and 140 may 
be implemented as ad servers for advertisers (and advertising 
networks) bidding on impressions. Moreover, system 100 
may provide a real-time bidding exchange that dynamically 
optimizes the value of each impression. The system 100 
allows the advertiser (e.g., servers 130 and 140) to directly 
access a user's browser 115 and computer 110 using standard 
Internet protocols, which allow server 110 to obtain various 
context information that the advertiser would otherwise only 
have access to after having secured an impression from an ad 
SeVe. 

0025. An example of context information is cookie infor 
mation previously recorded to computer 110 by another 
server, such as server 130, during interactions with browser 
115. The cookie information may include any information 
known to the advertiser about the computer 110 or browser 
115, such as ads already shown to the user of browser 115, 
whethera user clicked on any of those ads or completed a sale 
as a result of being shown one of those ads, websites (affili 
ated with server 130) that the user has visited or made a 
corresponding purchase, and the like. Another example of 
such context information is the IP (Internet Protocol) address 
assigned to computer 110, which can be used to infer infor 
mation Such as the physical metropolitan area where the 
computer is located and the type of connection (e.g., a cable 
modem, DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) line, dialup modem, 
T-1 line, and the like) being used to connect computer 110 to 
the Internet (e.g., network 152). Other examples of context 
information available to the advertiser are the type of operat 
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ing system being used at computer 110, the type of browser 
115 being used at computer 110, the language preference 
selected at computer 110, and other such technical details 
about the configuration of computer 110 and browser 115. 
0026. Moreover, server 120 may also include information 
in script 129 that might be relevant to advertisers (or their 
servers, such as server 130 and 140). The script 129 may 
provide the information to the advertisers when it calls serv 
ers 130 and 140. For example, the relevant information might 
include information about the web page the user at browser 
115 is visiting (e.g., that the web site is a personal finance 
related page) or other information known by server 120 (and 
placed in script 129) about the user (e.g., that the user is a 25 
year-old male interested in movies). 
0027 FIG. 2 depicts a method 200 for presenting ads 
based on bids. Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, browser 115 
requests a web page from server 120 (block 210). At 220, 
server 120 may respond to the request by providing to 
browser 115a web page 125b and a script 129, embedded 
within web page 125b by script generator 127. 
0028. At 230, when web page 125b and script 129 are 
received at browser 115, script 129 polls one or more servers 
130 and 140 to solicit bids for presenting ads associated web 
page 125b. The script 129 may send one or more messages to 
poll servers 130 and 140. To enable servers 130 and 140 to 
assess whether to bid on the impression (e.g., presenting an ad 
in connection with web page 125b), the messages to servers 
130 and 140 may include (or provide access to) one or more 
of the following: a minimum bid amount, the identity of 
server 120, the exact page or web site onto which the ad might 
be served, and context information representative of the user 
of browser 115 (e.g., identity, demographic information, past 
interactions with server 120 or other affiliated servers, and 
past purchases with other affiliated servers known to server 
120 at the time it generated script 129). The servers 130 and 
140 may then provide bids to script 129. As described above, 
the bids may be in any form that expresses an interest in 
presenting an ad. For example, the bid may take one or more 
of the following forms: ayes indication to present an ad, a no 
indication rejecting the bid from script 129, and a value in 
response to the bid message from script 129. 
0029. At 240, script 129 evaluates any bids 135 and 145 
received from servers 130 and 140, as well as the bid for the 
so-called default ad provided by server 120 and/or script 129. 
For example, the default bid may be 1 cent, bid 135 may be 2 
cents, and bid 145 may be 3 cents. In this example, script 129 
evaluates the three bids and selects server 140 and ad 147. 
Although the previous example describes evaluating three 
bids, more or fewer bids may be evaluated as well. 
0030. Moreover, script 129 may include a timeout feature, 
so that a default ad is selected unless an appropriate bid is 
received from servers 130 or 140 within a predetermined time 
limit (e.g., /2 second). 
0031. At 250, script 129 may select an ad to provide to 
browser 115. The selection of an ad may include providing 
the ad, such as HTML content for the ador, alternatively, a 
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) link to the ad. The ad may 
include a call back to server 120 and possibly a call back to 
server 130 or 140 in order for servers 120, 130, and/or 140 to 
properly account for the final disposition of the impression. 
0032. At 260, the ad (e.g., ad 147) is then rendered at 
computer 110 and/or browser 115. The ad may take the form 
of another script as in 220 (but without a web page) provided 
by server 130 or 140, which initiates another round of bidding 
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to still other servers. When a user selects another web page 
from web pages 125a, script generator 127 may dynamically 
embed another Script into the other web page. 
0033. In some implementations, HTML scripting technol 
ogy is used to implement script 129, including JSON (Java 
Script Object Notation), DOM (Document Object Model), 
and AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML). Although 
the aforementioned technologies may be used, other tech 
nologies may be used to implement script 129. The script 129 
may also be generated dynamically, i.e., generated for each 
impression. Alternatively, the script 129 may not be dynamic, 
but rather included in a server (e.g., a web site) regardless of 
whether the server includes a script generator 127. When that 
is the case, the script may requests bids from the same servers 
each time until the script is edited or replaced. 
0034. The server 120 may also include a yield optimiza 
tion component to determine which ad to use as the default ad 
and which servers should be polled by script 129 when solic 
iting bids for an impression. For example, the yield optimi 
Zation component may evaluate the user's or browser's past 
interactions (e.g., purchases) to determine whether to list in 
script 129 a server for an ad. A yield optimization component 
uses any of a number of potential methodologies to evaluate 
available context information about an impression, historical 
results for the various available ads, and the various require 
ments of the potential advertisers to determine which ad 
should be served for an impression or which ad and bidders 
should be included in a script, such as script 129. Yield opti 
mization may be implemented as a component of an ad server, 
and ad servers may make decisions about ads to serve without 
utilizing yield optimization using any other decision method 
ologies. 
0035 FIG. 3 depicts another method 300 for presenting 
ads based on bids. At 310, browser 115 requests a web page 
from a server, such server 120. In the implementation of FIG. 
3, server 120 is implemented as a publisher server that pro 
vides web pages to browsers, although other types of servers 
may be used. 
0036. At 320, server 120 may receive the request from 
browser 115, build script 129 using script generator 127, and 
return web page 125b and script 129 to browser 115 through 
network 152. In some implementations, script 129 is gener 
ated dynamically for each user request for a web page. When 
that is the case, server 120 may provide script 129 that is yield 
optimized for that specific impression. For example, based on 
the type of impression and the particular user, server 120 may 
select a default ad with the greatest predicted performance of 
such ads available to server 120, select bidders most likely to 
bid on the impression, and include the selected defaultad and 
the selected bidders in script 129. In other implementations, 
the script 129 is not generated dynamically but rather hard 
coded into web pages 125a and 125b. 
0037. The script 129 may include the code necessary to 
perform one or more of the following: polling of the servers 
(including URLs to locate the servers); receiving bids; evalu 
ating bids; selecting an ad based on the evaluation; and pro 
viding (or serving) the appropriate ad content to the browser. 
The script 129 may also include information about alternative 
ads should one of the ads from servers 130 and 140 not yield 
a bid or one of sufficient amount. For example, a default ad 
may be designated to have a bid value of 5. If bid values of 2 
and 4 are received from servers 130 and 140, respectively, 
script 129 may select the default ad for the impression. The 
script 129 may also include adjustment factors to be applied 
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to the bids received from servers 130 and 140. For example, a 
factor may take into account the relative priority for delivery 
of ads from the different downstream servers 130 and 140 
based on factors other than price, such as other elements of the 
business relationship, past discrepancies in the value of 
impressions delivered to servers 130 or 140, and the speed 
that ads are being served from servers 130 and 140. The script 
129 may include adjustment factors for different categories of 
ads. For example, a woman's cosmetic ad may be factored 
lower thana cartire ad when the impression is for a sports web 
site. The above-described factors may be used to increase or 
decrease the value of bids received from servers 130 and 140. 
The script 129 may also include a URL of a counting web site 
(or server) to track which ad was selected and any other 
information desired for tracking ad performance. 
0038. At 330, script 129 executes and then calls servers 
130 and 140, identified in script 129 as supporting a bid 
request. The bid request may include information identifying 
(to servers 130 and 140) the source of the bid request. The bid 
request may also include (or make accessible) additional 
information, Such as user profile information, cookie infor 
mation, and the like. 
0039. At 340, servers 130 and 140 respond with messages 
including bids. Before making the bids, servers 130 and 140 
receive messages from script 129 (or browser 115) and 
receive cookies associated with browser 115 and the server 
receiving the message. The cookies may provide context 
information, such as the frequency that a browser has seen an 
ad, user behavior, and other historical information that serv 
ers 130 or 140 have known at the time of past communications 
with computer 110. Each of servers 130 and 140 may then 
determine pricing (or estimated value) under which they 
would provide a responsive bid to script 129. 
0040. In some implementations, if script 129 provides an 
estimated price to servers 130 and 140, it may also get the 
actual price type and price upon which the actual payout will 
be made. If the price was pre-negotiated on a CPM basis, then 
the response from servers 130 and 140 may be in the form of 
a yes or no to the impression. Otherwise, the servers 130 and 
140 may need to provide an amount with the bids for the 
impression. But the bid could either be a fixed amount that 
servers 130 and 140 promise to pay if they get the impression 
(meaning the bid is also on a CPM basis), or it may just be a 
Soft estimate of how much they will pay. In the case of giving 
an estimate, servers 130 and 140 may provide the actual price 
type and price under which the actual payment would be 
made. Examples of price types include the following: CPM 
represents a fixed dollar amount per 1,000 impression; CPC 
represents a fixed dollar amount per click; CPA represents a 
fixed dollar amount per sale; CPL represents a fixed dollar 
amount per lead; CPV represents a fixed dollar per view; and 
CPR (or revshare) represents a fixed percentage of sales 
value. For example, assume server 130 determines the bestad 
to serve is an ad for which it will pay $0.25 if the user clicks 
(e.g., CPC). If the estimated chance that the user will click is 
5%, then the estimated value that server 130 will pay for this 
one impression is S0.0125 (5% multiplied by S0.25, which is 
a S12.50 CPM). The server 130 is not promising to pay 
S0.0125 if they get the impression; server 130 is essentially 
estimating what it is likely on average to pay given a predicted 
5% chance of getting a click. 
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0041. The messages sent at 340 may include one or more 
of the following: whether or not an ad is available to be 
placed; the bid (either the actual orestimated amount that will 
be paid if the bid is won); the actual price type and price 
should the bid only be an estimate; and a URL or HTML of the 
ad should it be selected as the winning bid. The servers 130 
and 140 may also update (or provide) cookie information at 
browser 115. 

0042. At 350, script 129 evaluates any bids received from 
servers 130 and 140 by comparing the bids from servers 130 
and 140. If the bids from server 130 and 140 do not exceed a 
threshold value, script 129 may use a default ad identified in 
script 129 or identified by server 120. Based on the evalua 
tion, script 129 may then select an ad and notify server 120 
which ad was selected, so that server 120 and accounting 
component 128 can track which ad was selected for billing 
purposes. 

0043. In some implementations, script 129 may wait up to 
a predefined period of time before selecting an ad as part of 
the bid evaluation described above. If no bids are received 
within the predetermined time period, script 129 may use a 
default ad identified in script 129 or identified by server 120. 
0044. At 360, server 120 may receive tracking information 
indicating which ad was selected by script 129. This can be 
accomplished by having the script send a message from the 
browser 115 to the server 120 identifying the ad or bidder 
selected. In addition, the script 129 may include (in the 
HTML content of the ador URL link to the ad) an additional 
URL that the browser 110 will call in the event that the user 
clicks on the ad, to facilitate the reporting of Such clicks by 
server 120. The script 129 may also include other information 
for the advertiser, such as an ID for the advertiser to utilize 
when reporting back to server 120 any sales that result from 
serving the ad, in order to track ad performance. In addition, 
server 130 or 140 may be notified if they are the winning 
bidder. To that end, servers 130 and 140 may include (in the 
HTML content of the ad) a URL for browser 110 to call when 
the HTML content of the ad is served or, alternatively, by 
counting whether a call at the URL link is received from 
browser 115. Moreover, script 129 and web page 125b may be 
implemented in a variety of format including HTML, images, 
audio, a Flash file, audio, and/or map data. 
0045 FIG. 4 depicts messages exchanged between 
browser 115 and one or more servers 130-140. The script 129 
at browser 115 sends messages 410a and 410b through net 
work 152 to server 130 and 140. The server 130 is capable of 
responding to the bid request and thus responds with a mes 
sage 430a including a bid. The server 140 is also capable of 
responding to the bid request; server 140 then responds with 
a response message 430b. The messages 410a-band 430a-b 
may be received and or forwarded by one or more of the 
following: routers, modems, servers, Internet Service Provid 
ers, and the like. In some implementations, a response mes 
sage to a bid request may include information about the 
bidder's desire to receive more bid requests. For example, the 
response message may specify a time period for the bidder 
does not wanted to be solicited for another bid. The bid 
request may include other information that is material to the 
bidder in preparing a bid response. For example, the bid 
request may include one or more of the following: informa 
tion about what type of page or content the user is viewing 
and/or demographic and past behavioral information known 
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by the publisher about the user; enables a bidder to specify a 
number of minutes for which they will not be called by the 
user's browser again for a type of bid; enables including other 
information in a bid request (e.g., information shared with a 
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bidder which may be of help when utilizing the impression); 
and tracking back what happened in the auction 
0046 Table 1 below lists an example implementation of 
script 129. 

TABLE 1. 

// Patent Pending technology 
if This script is dynamically generated by an active server, or statically 
fi embedded into the publisher web page, or a combination of both 
if Object containing data and logic for executing the auction 
var SDCAdAuction = { 

fi primary bid, served by the active server 
primarybid: “result: “id:“primary”, “cpm”:11.8,"ad”:"http://primary 

server.com/adopt2k=9213121391jajsadayu8712nhsadhaHDSAHJAnasdaj'}}, 
fi url to be called to register winner and data collected from bidders 
tracklurl: "http://primary-server.com/bid-track 2k=WINNERK)&d=DATA, 
bids: new Array (), array to accumulate the various bids 
idx:0, 
winnercpm:-10000, if auxiliary variable to compute the winner cpm 
winneridX:-1, if auxiliary variable to compute the winner cpm 
maxwaittime:1000, it max time to wait before timing out on waiting for the 

bidders to respond 
startwaittime:10, auxiliary variable for timeout computation 
waittimesofar:10, if auxiliary variable for timeout computation 
deltawaittime:10, i? auxiliary variable for timeout computation 
totalbidders: 3, total number of bidders, not including the primary 
width:468, it width of banner requested 
height: 60, if height of banner requested 
time: (new Date()).getTime(), if used to generate cache buster, to avoid 

browser caching 
if information regarding the participating bidders, return 
i? bidurl: the url to call the bidder with, that url will return a JSON object 

with the bid 

parameter info 
this info could be demographic information about the user known 

only to the primary server 
if k: the info for the active server to trac 

bidder is chosen 
// trackc: the url for the active server to track a click in case this specific 

bidder is chosen and clicked on, 
if this url must be passed on the downstream server 
// adjf: adjustment factor computed by the active server 
bidders: { 

note the possibility of passing information to the bidder with 

kan impression in case this specific 

bidder1': 
{“bidurl:"http://www.bidder1.com/getJSONbid?id=bidder1&callback=ICALL 

BACK&rnd=CACHEBUSTER)&info=Amansdk12893ulamindkl1, 
“k:"ASKJD9231 asdkjasdj9213njasdkads19203I213 MASNDDDASDNwiwker, 

trackc':http://primary-server.com/track 
j9213njasdkads19203I21SMASNDDDASDNwiwker click,2k=ASKJD9231 asdki 

adjf: 1.1, 
er2: 
: www.bid er2.com/getJSONbid?id=ID&callback=CALLBA 

CK&rnd=CACHEBUSTER&info=Amansdk12893ulamindkl1, 
“k:“A271839231 asdkasdj921273NJJJJasakads13MASNDDDASDNwiwk, 

“trackc':http://primary-server.com/track 
click/?k=A271839231 asdkasdj921273NJJJJasakads13MASNDDDASDNwiwk, 

“adjf: 0.98 }, 
biddler3: 

{“biduri:"http://www.bidder3.com/getJSONbid?id=|ID&callback=|CALLBA 
&rnd=|CACHEBUSTER)&info=Ama213W 12393u1SADHakI1, 
:“A2718453231 asdkjasdj921273NJJJJasakads 13 MASNDDDASDNwiwk, 

“trackc':http://primary-server.com/track 
asdj921273NJJJJasakads13MASNDDDASDNwiwk, 

“adjf: 1.2} 

CK 
sk 

clic 

fi gets the head element of the DOM, to be used for dynamic script loading 
headElement: document.getFlementsByTagName('head').item(0), 
fi call back function, will be called by the return script of every bidder 
bid.: function(son) { 

this.bids this.idx++=son; 
}, 

// to be used to pass DATA collected from bidders, like their bid CPM and their 
mintime 

encode: function(str) { 
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TABLE 1-continued 

if encoding function 
return str; 

}, 
if dynamically calls a specific bidder (url) 
fi appends to the DOM ajavascript-src call to the url 
callServer: function (url) { 

varscript = document.createElement(“script'): 
script.setAttribute(“type', “text.javascript'): 
script.setAttribute(“Src.url); 
this.headElement.appendChild(script); 
return script; 

}, 
// Loops through all the bidders, and the primary bid 
if computes the winner (the max adjusted cpm) considering the adjustment 

factors 
if displays the winner ad and send tracking information back to the primary 

Sewe. 

pick ABid: function() { 
vari; 
war winnerid; 
war winnerad: 
war winnerk; 
var data=": 
this.winnercpm=this...primarybid.result.cpm; 
for(i=0;i&this.idx:i----) { 

if (this.winnercpm < this.bids i.result.cpm * 
this.bidders this.bids i.resultid.adjf){ 

this.winnercpm=this.bids i.result.cpm * 
this.bidders this.bids i.resultid.adjf. 

this.winneridx=i; 

fi collect data about bidders: what they bid for (cpm), optional minimum 
time before they get called again (mintime) 
data+=this.bids i.resultid+,+this.bids i.result.cpm+",-(this.bids i.result.mintime 
==undefined? 0: this.bids i.result.mintime)+":: 

if (this.winneridx >= 0) { // one of the bidders has won 
winnerid=this.bids this.winneridx).result.id: 
i? take the appropriate k to be passed on the bid-tracking url 

to store the winning impression 
winnerk=this.bidders winnerid).k. 
// if the winner is a bidder, let's pass the click 
if tracking url, expanding the macro CLICKURL with 
if the appropriate trackcurl 

winnerad=this.bids this.winneridx.result.ad.replace(“CLICKURL, this.bidd 
ers winnerid.trackc); 

else { // the primary has won 
winnerid=this...primarybid.result.id: 
if the winner impression will be stored at the moment of 

displaying the ad 
winnerk=": 
fi in the case of the primary, there is no need of 
if passing the click tracking url, it will be already 
if embedded inside the ad 
winnerad=this...primarybid.result.ad; 

i? build the track url, taking the winner k (if the winner is a bidder), 
and all data 

if collected from the bidders encoded 
this.trackurl=this.trackurl, replace(“WINNERK.winnerk).replace(“DATA,t 

his.encode(data)); 
i? display the winner ad 
this.showHTMLAdInIFrame(winnerad); 

if track DATA about all bidders 
f winner info impression if the winner is a bidder 
this.callServer(this.trackurl); 

if function to display the ad on a pre made iframe 
showHTMLAdIn IFrame: function(url) { 

window.frames "SDC AdAuction frame'.location=url: 
}, 
i? timer trigger function that check periodically (every deltawaittime), the 

status of the bidders 
ff the function will end when either the bidders have all returned their bids, 

or time is over (maxwaittime) 
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TABLE 1-continued 

checkBiddersStatus: function() { 
if (this.idx == this.totalbidders this.maxwaittime <= 

this.waittimesofar) { 
this. pick ABid (); 
return; 

this.waittimesofar += this.deltawaittime: 
window.setTimeOut(“SDCAdAuction.checkBiddersStatus(), this.deltawaitti 

me); 
}, 
fi loops through bidder structure, replaces the MACROS (CALLBACK), 

(CACHEBUSTER)), 
if and calls bidder using dynamic script loading 
callBidders: function() { 

vari; 
for (i in this.bidders) { 

wa 

url=this.biddersi.bidurl.replace(“ICALLBACK','SDCAdAuction.bid).replace(“CA 
CHEBUSTER,this.time); 

}, 
if creates an empty iframe, to be used to display the ad once picked 
createIframe:function() { 

document.write(“<iframe name='SDC AdAuction frame 
width="+this.width--' height="+this...height--' frameborder='0 scrolling=no. 
marginheight='0 marginwidth='0' topmargin=0 leftmargin=0 
allowtransparency="true’ ></iframe>''); 

if creates the iframe 
SDCAdAuction.createIframe(); 
if call all bidders 
SDCAdAuction.callBidders(); 
fi check if the bidders are done, or time is out, and display the winner 
window.setTimeOut(“SDCAdAuction.checkBiddersStatus()'.SDCAdAuction.startw 
aittime); 

varscript=this.callServer(url); 

0047 Table 2 depicts an example of a message including a 0048 Although the above describes only servers 120-140 
bid returned from one of the servers, such as servers 130 and and computer 110, a plurality of servers and computers may 
140, to script 129. be implemented as well. 

TABLE 2 

// Patent Pending technology 
// Example return from a bidder 
// If the bidder is called with the following url: 

http://www.bidder1.com/getJSONbid?id=bidder1&callback=SDCAdAuction.bid&rnd 
21721.3871818 

if the bidder will return the something like this: 
SDCAdAuction.bid({“result: “id:“bidder1.cpm”:10, "mintime”:60,"ad”:"http://www. 
bidder1.com/ad?12837sand 198KJSAD921u391mxhday982 19831729&click=CLI 
CKURLI}}); 
if where 

{“result: “id:“bidder1.cpm”:10, "mintime”:60,"ad”:"http://www.bidder1.com/ad?12 
837sand 198KJSAD921u391mxhday98219831729&click=|CLICKURL): 
f is the actual JSON object 
f, with id (bidder1) is the id passed on the url 
fi cpm is their bid 
?t mintime is an optional field with which the bidder can instruct the primary server 
not to call 

them for this user for at least the amount of minutes specified 
fi ad is the url of the ad to be displayed if they win 
if CLICKURL is a macro to be expanded by the SDCAdAuction script with the 
if appropriate click tracking url 
if All is wrapped on a callback function passed in input in the url 
if SDCAdAuction.bid 
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0049 Moreover, although the above describes a browser 
as the user interface to information including ads, other types 
ofuser interfaces may be used as well. Moreover, these other 
types of user interfaces may include script (or code) used to 
poll servers to solicit bids on ads, receive bids, evaluate bids, 
select a bid, and/or present the ad of the winning bid, as 
described above. Moreover, the above-described bidding pro 
cess may be used in a user interface capable of serving Inter 
net advertisements outside of the browser. For example, the 
above-described bidding process may be used to select and 
present advertisements to be displayed within a video or 
audio player application (e.g. Adobe Flash, Windows Media 
Player, or iTunes), gaming applications, and calendar appli 
cations. In the cases of Such applications, the Script may be 
embedded as code in the application, so that advertisers can 
be polled on whether they would like to present an ad. The 
Script (or code) may be used to poll advertisers and an ad may 
be provided for presentation at the user interface. In the case 
of a video or audio player application, the ad of the winning 
bidder may be displayed before, after, or during one or more 
Video or audio programs, and the ad may include one or more 
of text, graphics, video, and audio. 
0050. The subject matter described herein may be embod 
ied in Systems, apparatus, methods, and/or articles depending 
on the desired configuration. In particular, various implemen 
tations of the subject matter described herein may be realized 
in digital electronic circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially 
designed ASICs (application specific integrated circuits), 
computer hardware, firmware, software, and/or combinations 
thereof. These various implementations may include imple 
mentation in one or more computer programs that are execut 
able and/or interpretable on a programmable system includ 
ing at least one programmable processor, which may be 
special or general purpose, coupled to receive data and 
instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a 
storage system, at least one input device, and at least one 
output device. 
0051. These computer programs (also known as pro 
grams, software, Software applications, applications, compo 
nents, Script, or code) include machine instructions for a 
programmable processor, and may be implemented in a high 
level procedural and/or object-oriented programming lan 
guage, and/or in assembly/machinelanguage. As used herein, 
the term “machine-readable medium” refers to any computer 
program product, apparatus and/or device (e.g., magnetic 
discs, optical disks, memory, Programmable Logic Devices 
(PLDs)) used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a 
programmable processor, including a machine-readable 
medium that receives machine instructions as a machine 
readable signal. The term “machine-readable signal' refers to 
any signal used to provide machine instructions and/or data to 
a programmable processor. 
0052 To provide for interaction with a user, the subject 
matter described herein may be implemented on a computer 
having a display device (e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or 
LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor) for displaying infor 
mation to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device (e.g., 
a mouse or a trackball) by which the user may provide input 
to the computer. Other kinds of devices may be used to pro 
vide for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback 
provided to the user may be any form of sensory feedback 
(e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feed 
back); and input from the user may be received in any form, 
including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. The computer 
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may be implemented as a processor (e.g., a central processing 
unit or the like), router, or any other device including a pro 
CSSO. 

0053. The subject matter described herein may be imple 
mented in a computing system that includes a back-end com 
ponent (e.g., as a data server), or that includes a middleware 
component (e.g., an application server), or that includes a 
front-end component (e.g., a client computer having a graphi 
cal user interface or a Web browser through which a user may 
interact with an implementation of the Subject matter 
described herein), or any combination of Such back-end, 
middleware, or front-end components. The components of 
the system may be interconnected by any form or medium of 
digital data communication (e.g., a communication network). 
Examples of communication networks include a local area 
network (“LAN”), a wide area network (“WAN”), and the 
Internet. 
0054 The computing system may include clients and 
servers. A client and server are generally remote from each 
other and typically interact through a communication net 
work. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of 
computer programs running on the respective computers and 
having a client-server relationship to each other. 
0055 Although a few variations have been described in 
detail above, other modifications or additions are possible. In 
particular, further features and/or variations may be provided 
in addition to those set forth herein. For example, the imple 
mentations described above may be directed to various com 
binations and subcombinations of the disclosed features and/ 
or combinations and subcombinations of several further 
features disclosed above. In addition, the logic flow depicted 
in the accompanying figures and/or described herein do not 
require the particular order shown, or sequential order, to 
achieve desirable results. Other embodiments may be within 
the scope of the following claims. 

What is claimed: 
1. An article comprising a machine-readable medium 

embodying instructions that when performed by one or more 
machines result in operations comprising: 

polling, by a script at a browser, one or more servers by 
sending messages to the one or more servers, the one or 
more messages soliciting one or more bids for present 
ing an ad at the browser and enabling access to informa 
tion at the browser, the information relevant to the one or 
more servers making the one or more bids; 

receiving, at the script, one or more responses from the one 
or more servers, the one or more responses including the 
one or more bids; 

evaluating, by the Script, the one or more bids; and 
selecting, by the script, one of the bids based on the evalu 

ation, the selected bid corresponding to the ad. 
2. The article of claim 1, wherein polling further com 

prises: 
Soliciting the one or more bids by enabling the one or more 

servers to respond to the bids. 
3. The article of claim 1, wherein polling further com 

prises: 
enabling access to information included in one or more 

cookies at the browser. 
4. The article of claim 1, wherein receiving one or more 

responses further comprises: 
receiving one or more messages including information rep 

resentative of an amount. 
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5. The article of claim 1 further comprising: 
evaluating a default bid as one of the one or more bids. 
6. The article of claim 1 further comprising: 
presenting the ad corresponding to the selected bid. 
7. The article of claim 1 further comprising: 
defining as one of the bids, a default bid for a default ad. 
8. The article of claim 7 further comprising: 
selecting the default bid corresponding to the default ad. 
9. The article of claim 1 further comprising: 
including JavaScript within the Script. 
10. The article of claim 1 further comprising: 
accessing a webpage including the Script, the webpage 

provided to the browser. 
11. The article of claim 10 further comprising: 
providing, when a second access occurs, another script 

including a location of another server capable of evalu 
ating bids. 

12. The article of claim 1 further comprising: 
including in the Script at least one of the following: a 

location of the one or more servers, a location of a 
default ad, and a factor to adjust at least one of the bids. 

13. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
polling, by a script at a browser, one or more servers by 

sending messages to the one or more servers, the one or 
more messages soliciting one or more bids for present 
ing an ad at the browser and enabling access to informa 
tion at the browser, the information relevant to the one or 
more servers making the one or more bids; 

receiving, at the Script, one or more responses from the one 
or more servers, the one or more responses including the 
one or more bids; 

evaluating, by the script, the one or more bids; and 
selecting, by the script, one of the bids based on the evalu 

ation, the selected bid corresponding to the ad. 
14. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, 

wherein polling further comprises: 
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Soliciting the one or more bids by enabling the one or more 
servers to respond to the bids. 

15. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, 
wherein polling further comprises: 

enabling access to information included in one or more 
cookies at the browser. 

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, 
wherein receiving one or more responses further comprises: 

receiving one or more messages including information rep 
resentative of an amount. 

17. A system comprising: 
a processor; and 
a memory, wherein the processor and the memory are 

configured to perform a method comprising: 
polling, by a script at a browser, one or more servers by 

sending messages to the one or more servers, the one 
or more messages soliciting one or more bids for 
presenting an ad at the browser and enabling access to 
information at the browser, the information relevant 
to the one or more servers making the one or more 
bids; 

receiving, at the script, one or more responses from the 
one or more servers, the one or more responses 
including the one or more bids; 

evaluating, by the script, the one or more bids; and 
selecting, by the script, one of the bids based on the 

evaluation, the selected bid corresponding to the ad. 
18. The system of claim 17 further comprising: 
defining as one of the bids, a default bid for a default ad 

used regardless of whether all other bids are received. 
19. The system of claim 17 further comprising: 
defining as one of the bids, a default bid for a default ad 

used when the bids do not exceed a predetermined value. 
20. The system of claim 17 further comprising: 
selecting the default bid corresponding to the default ad. 
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